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News

Andrew – thanks for the PP Symposium Panel Talk, very well received. Thank you to some of you for joining.
Surprised about muon collider operation 2038+ and buying land remark 
Dave: propose ‘ambitioius but realistic objectives’, exploitation of demonstrators, sustainability, look sideways..

Subpanel continues with weekly meetings, yesterday 1h talk by Valery Telnov “progress needs phantasy”

MK with Frank Gerigk: confirms interest in FRT application for bERLinPRO (1.3GHz) and PERLE (802 MHz)

Invited to a next LDG Meeting 19.7. to report progress ..

EPS conference end of July
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\subsection{Superconducting RF Technology}
Superconducting RF has been identified as one of the key technologies for High Energy 
Physics, Photonics and Nuclear Physics. This has led to a diverse and
vibrant global R\&D program. While the main goal for a linear collider definitely 
is the high accelerating gradient, which can be sustained in pulsed
operation, circular colliders and ERLs require high cryogenic efficiency at moderate 
gradients in CW, along with the need to operate at very high beam
currents. Additionally, high availability is of paramount importance.
Steady performance improvements of SRF cavities and cryomodules have been 
made in recent years, both in gradient reach and cryogenic effiency. Several SRF
cavities already achieved $E_\text{acc}$ $\approx$ \SI{50}{MV/m}.
For operation in CW, dynamic losses ($\propto E_\text{acc}^2$) dominate the 
requirements to cryogenics and ultimately limit the gradient. Maximizing the
cavity $Q_0$ is therefore highly desired. In recent years, both Fermilab and Jlab
have been very successful with novel techniques introducing non-magnetic

impurities to the Nb surface as part of the SRF cavity post-processing. This controlled 
``doping'' with nitrogen or titanium allowed a significant increase
of $Q_0$ at low $T$ (\SI{2}{K}).
An complementary approach looks at the possible use of so-called A15 materials 
(like \ce{Nb3Sn} or \ce{V3Si}) with higher $T_c$. First relevant tests with
\ce{Nb3Sn}-coated cavities, which can be operated at higher temperature (\SI{4.2}{K}) 
and thus with significantly less power consumption for cryogenics,
have reached encouraging results.
To insure the beam stability and prevent beam break-up at high beam currents, 
strong damping of both longitudinal and transverse higher order modes is
necessary. Possible solutions utilize waveguide-coupled dampers (for which the
waveguide cut-off serves as high-pass filter) or beam line absorbers (where

absorbing material is placed inside the beam tube). Also the cavity geometry is
reconsidered to possibly better separate accelerating from unwanted modes.

One area of R\&D very specific to ERLs, which---in steady state---are free of 
fundamental beam loading and thus in theory require only little RF power, is
the investigation of very fast tuners. A tuner fast enough to cope with microphonics 
and beam current transients would allow to increase $Q_\text{ext}$ by
possibly an order of magnitude and decrease the required RF power accordingly. 
Recent experiments with ferro-electric (``BST'', \ce{BaTiO3}-\ce{SrTiO3})
based fast reactive tuners have demonstrated the feasibility and applicability of 
these tuners.

This morning from Erk





(only few?)



• Picosecond x-ray source with high (15 T) field magnet(s) on 1-GeV ERL. This 
option could intensify ERL activity, transforming, for example, test facility PERLE or 
ERL projects for x-ray lithography FEL, to unique user facility (storage rings can not 
provide so short x-ray pulses, and linacs can not provide average intensity).

• Few-GeV collider (e. g., charm-tau factory) with beam-beam compensation using 
positron storage ring(s) and electron ERL(s) (N. A. Vinokurov, “Four-Beam 
Compensation with Two Beams”, 26th Russian Particle Accelerator Conference, 
http://accelconf.web.cern.ch/rupac2018/papers/tuymh02.pdf, S. B. Lachynov and N. 
A. Vinokurov, “Beam-Beam Compensation in a Collider Based on Energy Recovery 
Linac and Storage Ring” AIP Conference Proceedings 2299, 020011 (2020); 
https://doi.org/10.1063/5.0030416).

• Electron cooling of relativistic hadrons (A. Skrinsky, “Continuous Electron Cooling 
for High Luminosity Colliders”, Nucl. Instr. and Meth. A, vol. 441, 1-2, p. 286-293, 
Febr. 2000, N. A. Vinokurov, V. V. Parkhomchuk, A. N. Skrinsky, “RF Accelerator for 
Electron Cooling of Ultrarelativistic Hadrons”, 12th Workshop on Beam Cooling and 
Related Topics, http://accelconf.web.cern.ch/cool2019/papers/tuy01.pdf).

Mail from Nikolay Vinokurov, 13.7.21
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